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Apart from the Republic of Surinam and the Leeward islands of the Dutch Antilles, Aruba,

Bonaire and Cura9ao, where Dutch is an official language, Dutch is spoken in the

Netherlands and the northwestern half of Belgium by about 20 million speakers. Variation

in the pronunciation of educated European Dutch is substantial. For instance, the Belgian

varieties (also collectively known as Flemish) tend to have monophthongal realizations of

[ei, 01, oi] as opposed to realizations as closing diphthongs in the Netherlands. More
generally, the southern varieties tend to have a full set of voiced fricatives /v, z, y/ by the

side of /f, s, x/ - which system of voiced fricatives is reduced to just /v, z/ or just /z/ as one
gets clos(5r to the prestigious western part of the Netherlands ('Randstad'). (There is great

variability in the voicing of fricatives. Low-prestige urban varieties in the west may also

lack /z/.) Roughly south of a line Rotterdam-Nijmegen, which is marked by the rivers

Rhine, W[euse and Waal, /x, y/ are velar, while to the north the corresponding voiceless

fricative is post-velar or uvular. The phoneme Ixl tends to be alveolar in Belgium, in

Amsterdam and in the north-east of the Netherlands, but uvular elsewhere. The variety

illustrated represents Western, educated, middle-generation speech, and a careful colloquial

style. More information is given by Collins and Mees (1982), Mees and Collins (1983), and

Booij (1995).

Consonants



m mens 'human being'

f fiets 'bicycle'

V oven 'oven'

I) wang 'cheek'

1 lente 'springtime'

n nek 'neck'

(Qi] oranje 'orange' adj)

s sok

z zeep

J jas

f rat

'sock'

'soap'

'coat'

'rat'
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q eng 'narrow'

([J] chef 'section head')

([3] jury 'jury')

([?] beamen 'confirm')

fi hoed 'hat'

/p, t, k/ are voiceless unaspirated, /b, d/ are fully voiced. Alveolars (except ftl) are laminal

and /s, z/ ma}' have only mid-to-low pitched friction, [c, ji, J] are the variants of /t, n, s/ that

occur before /j/. In fact, all occurrences of these sounds can be analyzed as sequences of

alveolar-plus -/j/; by analogy, [3] could be seen as /zj/ and is therefore parenthesized in the

chart above, [c, ji, J, 3] are prepalatal, the tip of the tongue being held in the lower jaw.

Nl tends to be only weakly voiced, hi is [u] in the onset, and ,[g] in the coda. Id is [r] in

the onset, and [j] in the coda; in careful speech, a trill may occur word-initially. [?] precedes

vowel-initial syllables within words after /ai, s/; because of its predictable distribution it is

also shown in parentheses.

Voiced obstruents and /fi/ do not occur in the coda; Nl is restricted to positions between
voiced segments within the word. Marginal [g] (not listed) occurs in a small number of
loans.

Sentence phonology is characterized by a number of consonantal adjustments.

Sequences of identical consonants are reduced to single consonants by a process of
degemination. Progressive devoicing will affect fricatives after obstruents, while obstruents

may be voiced before /b, d/. Moreover, post-sonorant word-final fricatives, particulariy /s/,

may be voiced before vowels.

Vowels
Dutch has a set of lax vowels, a set of tense vowels, and a reduced vowel. The first column
gives the lax vowels and the reduced vowel hi, the second column the tense vowels.
Vowels in the third column are marginal in the language, and only appear in recent loans.

The nasalized vowels [ei, a:, or] (not listed) also have this status. There are also three wide
diphthongs.

I
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a bad
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ToTdetL Tzon hadden een discussie over de vraag wie van hun tweej de

SZ was. toen er juist iemand voorbij kwam die een

<^^;^^l^^2^^^zl
spraken af dat wie de voorbijganger ertoe zou knjgen zijn jas mt te^^"^^^^^Jf

™
ziin De noordenwind begon uit alle macht te blazen, maar hoe harder hij bhes, des te

dtetodeTorbijganger z|n jas om zich heen trok. Tenslotte gaf de noordenwind het maar

op ? rvoil iegon de zon krachtig te stralen, en onmiddellijk daarop trok de voor-

Wjgrger z^n jas uit. De noordenwind kon toen slechts beamen dat de zon de sterkste was.
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